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chemistry articles from across nature portfolio chemistry is a branch of science that involves the study of the
composition structure and properties of matter often known as the central acs publications provides high quality peer
reviewed journals research articles and information products and services supporting advancement across all fields of
chemical sciences article 26 apr 2024 constructing artificial gap junctions to mediate intercellular signal and mass
transport the construction of analogues of natural gap junctions would provide a bottom up nature chemistry offers a
unique mix of news and reviews alongside top quality research papers published monthly in print and online the journal
reflects the entire spectrum of about our journals the royal society of chemistry publishes 56 peer reviewed journals
that cover the core chemical sciences including related fields such as biology biophysics energy and environment engineering
materials medicine and physics the journal of chemical research publishes research papers and reviews in all branches of
experimental chemistry from an international authorship all papers are independently peer reviewed view full journal
description this journal is a member of the committee on publication ethics cope
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about our journals the royal society of chemistry publishes 56 peer reviewed journals that cover the core chemical
sciences including related fields such as biology biophysics energy and environment engineering materials medicine and physics
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the journal of chemical research publishes research papers and reviews in all branches of experimental chemistry from an
international authorship all papers are independently peer reviewed view full journal description this journal is a member of
the committee on publication ethics cope
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